**Yorkshire Event Centre Location Map**

**Railway Road • Great Yorkshire Showground • Harrogate • HG2 8NZ**

---

**Via A1(M):**

- From the South: M1-A1(M)
- From the North: A1 (M)
- From the East: M62 – A1 (M)
- From the West: M56 – M62 – A1 (M)

Exit A1(M) at Junction 47 and follow Harrogate A59, then A658 and then A661.

At the traffic lights on the A661 next to the Sainsbury’s store, turn left into Railway Road.

**From Leeds A61 or Bradford A658:**

At the roundabout at the junction of the two routes follow signs for York/A1 along the A658.

At the next roundabout take the A661 signed Harrogate.

At the traffic lights on the A661 next to Sainsbury’s store, turn left onto Railway Road and continue round the perimeter of the showground passing the Regional Agricultural Centre (RAC), Fodder Farm Shop and Café, Harrogate Caravan Park, Brown Gate and Gold Gate following the signs to Yorkshire Event Centre and your chosen event.

**Satellite Navigation and Route Finders:**

Please use the postcode HG2 8QZ, Railway Road, Harrogate.